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Choro, 

also known as Brazilian bebop, emerged in Rio de Janeiro as one of the first urban musical genres at the time 

when European polka, schottisch and waltz, brought along by the Portuguese, met and mingled with the traditi-

onal rhythms and music of 19th century Brazil – long before samba was born. 

In its original form, the choro lines in the bass, or baixaria, are played by the seven-string guitar. Inspired by the 

genre´s rich history and potential, the Brazilian bass player, arranger and composer Marcos Paiva translated the 

concept of the baixaria to the electric bass and acoustic double bass, based on his own experience as a musician 

in choro jam sessions, or rodas de choro, over the years. The resulting choro bass lines “walking through” the 

notes of the chords, their scales and arpeggios are comparable to walking bass in jazz.

His book The Bass in the Choro Jam Session presents a new technical and aesthetic approach to the bass (or any 

instrument in bass clef) in this Brazilian traditional genre. In addition to offering historical insights and theoreti-

cal know-how, this method serves as a profound but easy-to-use practical study: 25 examples accompanied by 

play-along tracks will make you ready for joining any choro jam session! 
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